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Marsh Waste Water Pump Stations
Introduction
Marsh Industries produce a wide range of Pump Stations
from 60litre - 20000L for both dirty water and sewage
solutions covering both domestic and commercial industrial
use. These pump stations offer one of the widest choices
for single and twin pump applications for wherever and
whenever sewage or surface water requires pumping to a
mains connection.
For additional installer and specification confidence we
only manufacture our GRP tanks using virgin unfilled
resin systems to BS4994 and ISO976. The advantages
of this include a superior structural strength compared to
filled resin products. Additionally this enables the tanks
to significantly lighter which greatly assists with on-site
handling and positioning in the installation process. The
pump chambers have a warranty for 25 years* with an
expected design life of 50 years* All tanks are Gel-coated
& Flo-coated as standard practice. The pump chambers
are heavy duty designed for all year around installation.
Our Low Profile DW Micro Pump Chambers Series can
be installed in either above or belowground conditions,
the range of Micro Pump Chambers is from 168litres to
492litres and is designed to take domestic dirty water
(excluding sewage or toilet waste)from basements, cellars,
offices and garages and pump the dirty water to the main,
the inlet pipe is 110mm but can be adapted for smaller
bore pipe. The Low Profile DW Micro Chamber uses
energy efficient submersible pumps and can be supplied
with a high level alarm. The pumps have a capacity of
14m³/hour with a maximum head of 11m and can cater
for solids up to 20mm. The Micro chambers are easy to
clean and have high level alarms and control panels as
optional extras
The SW Micro Chamber Series solves the solution where
both dirty water and sewage that cannot be connected to
the mains, ideal for standalone offices, basement flats and
below ground appliances.
The chamber is made from 100% resin and glass and is
extremely strong and robust, the series can be supplied
for either single or twin pump applications. The SW
Micro Chamber uses energy efficient pumps that have a
flow capacity of 6.6m³/hour, have a maximum head of
25metres and run at power rating of 1.1kw. The Micro
chambers are easy to clean and have high level alarms
and control panels as optional extras
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Lacerator Pump Chamber - Mini & Midi Chambers
The Mini & Midi Chambers come in two ranges. Dirty Water (DW) and Sewage (SW).
The Mini & Midi Dirty Water Chambers are installed belowground, the range of from 230litres - 350 litres
in depths of 1m and 1.5m and is designed to take domestic dirty water (excluding sewage or toilet waste)
from additional bedrooms, kitchens, showers, offices and garages and pump the dirty water to the main
sewage, the inlet pipe is 110mm but can be adapted for smaller bore pipe. The Midi & Mini DW Chamber
uses energy efficient submersible pumps and can be supplied with a high level alarm. The pumps have a
capacity of 14m³/hour with a maximum head of 11m and can cater for solids up to 20mm. They are easy
to clean and have high level alarms and control panels as optional extras.
The Mini & Midi Sewage Chambers (SW) are installed
belowground, the range of from 230litres - 350 litres in
depths of 1m and 1.5m and is designed to take sewage and
dirty water (including sewage or toilet waste) from additional
bedrooms, kitchens, showers, offices and garages and pump
the dirty water to the main sewage, the inlet pipe is 110mm
but can be adapted for smaller bore pipe. The Midi & Mini
(SW) Chamber uses energy efficient submersible pumps and
can be supplied with a high level alarm.
The Mini & Midi Chamber uses energy efficient pumps that
have a flow capacity of 6.6m³/hour, have a maximum head
of 25metres and run at power rating of 1.1kw. The Micro
chambers are easy to clean and have high level alarms and
control panels as optional extras.
Product Code

Dimentions

Height

Inlet Invert Total Storage Outlet Invert Mdpe Fitting

Mini DW

600mm Dia. 1100mm

500mm

234 litres

300mm

63mm

Midi DW

600mm Dia. 1500mm

750mm

352 litres

300mm

63mm

Mini Sewage

600mm Dia. 1100mm

500mm

234 litres

300mm

63mm

Midi Sewage

600mm Dia. 1500mm

750mm

352 litres

300mm

63mm

Dirty Water 10mm

Dimentions mm
(L x W x H)

Inlet Invert

Total
Storage

Outlet Invert

Mdpe Fitting

Single

LPBP1DW

670 x 560 x 450

150mm

168 litres

100mm

63mm

Single

LPBP2DW

780 x 780 x 610

300mm

370 litres

200mm

63mm

Single

LPBP3DW

780 x 780 x 810

500mm

492 litres

300mm

63mm

Single

Sewage

Dimentions mm
(L x W x H)

Inlet Invert

Total
Storage

Outlet Invert

Mdpe Fitting

Single

LPBP1SW

670 x 560 x 450

150mm

168 litres

100mm

63mm

Single

LPBP2SW

780 x 780 x 610

300mm

370 litres

200mm

63mm

Single

LPBP3SW

780 x 780 x 810

500mm

492 litres

300mm

63mm

Single
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Marsh Waste Water Pump Stations
Lacerator Pump Chamber - Vertical Pump Chambers
These are manufactured in 1100mm and 1700mm diameters
in depths from 1100mm - 3400mm, they have an extensive
range of pumps both in single and twin combinations for
dirty water and sewage off mains solutions.
The pump chambers are very easy to install and come
complete with lifting eyes, feschde couplings and variable
invert depths and pipe configuration. The chambers are
self levelling and come with a choice of manhole covers
from pedestrian to heavy duty. The chambers are pre-fitted
with the guide rails, valves, unions and pipework in place
and once installed in the ground the submersible pumps,
monitoring and control equipment is connected.
The pump chambers have the pumps guide rail mounted as
standard with integral high level alarms and control panel,
kiosks are supplied as an optional extra.
We can assist you in the design of your pump station to
ensure you adhere to correct Best Design practice and
Building Control guidance. The chambers are designed to
be self-cleansing and produce turbulence in the chamber to
reduce maintenance costs. Servicing and commissioning of
the pump chamber is available from Marsh please contact
the office for further details.
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Marsh Waste Water Pump Stations
Lacerator Pump Chamber - Horizontal Pump Chambers
On site it is not always practical to install vertical pump
chambers with sufficient storage to this end we manufactured
in 1600mm and 1900mm diameters in depths from
2100mm -3400mm, they come with an extensive range of
pumps both in single and twin combinations for dirty water
and sewage. The tanks are manufactured from virgin resin.
The pump chambers are very easy to install and come
complete with lifting eyes, feschde couplings and variable
invert depths and pipe configuration. The chambers are
self levelling and come with a choice of manhole covers
from pedestrian-heavy duty. These chambers come guide
rail mounted as standard with integral high level alarms
and control panel, kiosks are supplied as an optional extra.
We can assist you in the design of your pump station to
ensure you adhere to correct Best Design practice and
Building Control guidance. The chambers are designed to
be self-cleansing and produce turbulence in the chamber to
reduce maintenance costs. Servicing and commissioning of
the pump chamber is available from Marsh please contact
the office for further details.
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Marsh Waste Water Pump Stations
We use Lowara Control panels these have been developed for the UK market and cover
a comprehensive range of pump control panels from with basic start and stop functions
to highly sophisticated, intelligent Smart panels using state-of-the-art control systems
and monitoring.
Incorporating Lowara pump controllers into our panels, we have utilised a wealth of knowledge with
regards to pumps and fluid handling to produce an intelligent product that ensures your pump station is
working to its optimum performance, monitoring, recording and alerting you to any potential issues.
With the advanced Smart Control panel we have built in variable frequency drives that are managed by
our patented software PumpSmart. This will not only monitor your pump stations performance but accurately
match the Variable Frequency Drives (VFD) to the hydraulic system so that you have improved efficiency
and reduced energy consumption.
Here at Lowara, we have the experience and knowledge to supply you with the right monitoring and control
equipment, to make your pump station function optimally with your pumps and for your applications.

Control
Our Basic ‘Compact’ control panel has the start/stop function activated
by floats or level switches. Moving up to the Standard ‘iCompact’
control panel with a state-of-the-art Lowara pump controller which can
operate from level switches or an analogue level sensor. The pump
controller offers a range of flexible control systems and is capable of
providing logged data including; pump status, number of pump starts,
pump run time and local alarms; up to highly sophisticated monitoring
and control systems with advanced data logging to provide statistics
and trend reports. In addition, all Standard ‘iCompact’ control panels
can be configured to run regular cleaning cycles automatically.
Our Advanced ‘SmartCompact’ control panel is tailored to incorporate
Variable Frequency Drives (VFD) and provides the complete solution
for connection to your pump. PumpSmart software provides motor
operating and control characteristics for driving wastewater pumps at
optimum efficiency in wastewater applications.

Communication
Lowara Control Panel Range* offers a range of options for communication links.
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General Guidance for the Design of
Marsh Pump Sewage Pump Stations
We highlight key points on the positioning and design of Pump Stations, installers, consultants should
adhere to Sewers for Adoption 7th Edition for further information.
The Marsh Sewage pump chambers have undergone testing and type testing to EN standards for durability,
crushing resistance and water tightness.
For the sizing of a sewage pump chamber (domestic) the chamber must be able to retain 150litres of
storage below the inlet invert (not storage in the drainage pipe) per person i.e. for a four bedroom house
the pump chamber needs to retain 150litres x 6 people=900litres below inlet invert. A high level alarm is
fitted as standard for all pump stations designed to the 7th edition.

For us to design a bespoke pump station for you we need to know:
• The application for the pump chamber, sewage, storm water agricultural, domestic or commercial
• The inlet invert depth, the measurement, from ground level to the bottom of the incoming pipe into the
pump chamber.
• The height (lift) and distance the effluent needs to be pumped, the total height should allow for the depth
of the pump chamber i.e. 6m+2m deep chamber = 8m total height or lift.
• Whether the power supply is single or three phase.

In the 7th edition- WRC describe three types of pump station:
• Type 1 Pump Station: Incoming peak design flow of less than 0.25 litres per second for 5 dwellings
or less.
• Type 2 Pump Station: Incoming peak design flow of more than 0.25 litres per second but less than
1litre per second for between 6-20 dwellings.
• Type 3 Pump Station: Incoming peak design flow of more than 1 litre per second but less than
typically for more than 20 dwellings, but with pumps rated below 30kW.

The Location of wet wells from habitable buildings:
	Type 1 - 5 meters minimum distance;
Type 2 - 10 meters minimum distance;
Type 3 - 15 meters minimum distance

The Marsh Pump Station should not be installed where it may susceptible to flooding in a 1:30 years, all
electrical equipment should be water resistant or sited above a 1:200 year flood level. They must be visible
and accessible to the undertaken, if the Marsh Pump Station serves just one dwelling it should be installed
where ever practicable within curtilage of the property.
The Marsh Pumping Station must not be installed in either a public or private roadway, a safe and reasonable
vehicle access should be provided for maintenance and tankering. Kiosks and access covers must be locked
and secure in their own right. The kiosk must be at 3m from any vent from the pump chamber.
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Hydraulic Design of Marsh Pump Stations

The design flow rate for foul pump stations should be at least the maximum of, half the peak flow rate and
the flow rate required to achieve a minimum flow velocity in the rising main in accordance with the Clause
D5.3.1 of Sewers for Adoption.
The design should ensure the pump runs for a minimum of 60 seconds and the number of starts is no more
15 in an hour. The standby pump unit start level is a minimum of 150mm above the duty pump unit start
level, and the standby pump unit start level is positioned a minimum of 100mm below the high level alarm
float switch.
The rising mains should be a minimum of 3m from a house and should be laid where they are easily
accessible. The pump should be capable of pumping against a closed valve for 2 minutes.
The rising main should be laid as straight and any bends should be long radius and accessible. Pump
Chambers should be fitted with NRV Check valves one for each pump and in Type 2 & 3 a gate valve
should be installed horizontally.
The diameter of the rising main should be designed so the velocity of discharge is in the range of 0.75-1.8
litres per second. Tables for Hydraulic Design were published by HR Wallingford.
Nominal bore of outlet mm

Diameter of solids sphere able to be passed in mm
Type 3

Types 1 & 2

80mm

60mm

60mm

>80mm but less than 100mm

75mm

75mm

>100mm but less than 125mm

90mm

90mm

>125mm but less than 175mm

120mm

120mm

All electrical and mechanical work should only be carried out by fully certificated
engineers. Please read carefully the manuals supplied for the pumps and control panels.
All work to be undertaken under Health & Safety Guidance.
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VERTICAL PUMP CHAMBERS

Storage
Below Invert

Total
Storage

Lacerator Mini Single Domestic 600mm 1000mm 250mm

188 litres

250 litres

300mm 63mm

Lacerator Mini

Twin Domestic 600mm 1000mm 250mm

188 litres

250 litres

300mm 63mm

Lacerator Midi Single Domestic 600mm 1500mm 500mm

250 litres

375 litres

300mm 63mm

Lacerator Midi

Twin Domestic 600mm 1500mm 500mm

250 litres

375 litres

300mm 63mm

Lacerator Maxi Single Domestic 600mm 2000mm 750mm

375 litres

500 litres

300mm 63mm

Lacerator Maxi

375 litres

500 litres

300mm 63mm

PRODUCT CODE

Style

No.
Persons

Dia.

Height

Inlet
Invert

Twin Domestic 600mm 2000mm 750mm

Outlet
Invert

Mdpe
Fitting

CPS1 SP*

Single

2

1100mm 1100mm 500mm

470 litres

867 litres

300mm 63mm

CPS1 TP*

Twin

2

1100mm 1100mm 500mm

470 litres

867 litres

300mm 63mm

CPS2 SP*

Single

4

1100mm 1500mm 700mm

780 litres

1183 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS2 TP*

Twin

4

1100mm 1500mm 700mm

780 litres

1183 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS3 SP*

Single

6

1100mm 2200mm 900mm

1025 litres

1735 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS3 TP*

Twin

6

1100mm 2200mm 900mm

1025 litres

1735 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS4 SP*

Single

8

1100mm 2600mm 900mm

1340 litres

2050 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS4 TP*

Twin

8

1100mm 2600mm 900mm

1340 litres

2050 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS5 SP*

Single

16

1700mm 2200mm 900mm

2440 litres

3700 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS5 TP*

Twin

16

1700mm 2200mm 900mm

2440 litres

3700 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS6 SP*

Single

26

1700mm 3400mm 900mm

4000 litres

6000 litres 300mm 63mm

CPS6 TP*

Twin

26

1700mm 3400mm 900mm

4000 litres

6000 litres 300mm 63mm

*Pumps guide rails mounted with control panel
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HORIZONTAL PUMP CHAMBERS

Turret
Height

Inlet
Invert

Pump

600 mm variable 1100mm 3000mm 110/160

50

Domo Grinder GR

2800 litres

600 mm variable 1100mm 3000mm 110/160

50

Domo Grinder GR

Single AT3800

3800 litres

600 mm variable 1250mm 3150mm 110/160

50

Domo Grinder GR

Twin AT3800

3800 litres

600 mm variable 1250mm 3150mm 110/160

50

Domo Grinder GR

Single AT4500

4500 litres

600 mm variable 1600mm 2950mm 110/160 63/90 Domo Grinder GR

Twin AT4500

4500 litres

600 mm variable 1600mm 2950mm 110/160 63/90 Domo Grinder GR

Single AT6000

6000 litres

600 mm variable 1900mm 2950mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT6000

6000 litres

600 mm variable 1900mm 2950mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT8000

8000 litres

600 mm variable 1900mm 3640mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT8000

8000 litres

600 mm variable 1900mm 3640mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT10000

10000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 4200mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT10000

10000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 4200mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT12000

12000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 5500mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT12000

12000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 5500mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT14000

14000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 5840mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT14000

14000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 5840mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT16000

16000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 6700mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT16000

16000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 6700mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT18000

18000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 7500mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT18000

18000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 7500mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Single AT20000

20000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 8100mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Twin AT20000

20000 litres 600 mm variable 1900mm 8100mm 110/160 63/90

GLVM55 GR

Capacity

Single AT2800

2800 litres

Twin AT2800

Dia.

Length

Inlet

Outlet

PRODUCT CODE

All horizontal pump chambers with control panel, all except 2800, 3800 guide rail mounted
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installation details
The Installation & Electrical Connections Must Be Undertaken By Fully Qualified Personnel.
Under The Guidance of The Health & Safety At Work Act.
Select a suitable location for the tank (s). This will be normally at a ground level lower than the properties
being drained and allow for the falls in site drainage. Check that no other structure – or special access – is
required over the selected spot. Check that no underground cable, pipe or service duct, lies underneath. In
normal ground conditions the plant requires a 150mm Concrete Base with a 150mm surround to the top
of tank. Excavate the minimum opening in the ground to receive the pump chamber and pipe work to be
used. The sides of the excavation should be battened for stability. A 75mm minimum cable duct is required.
In areas of wet, high water, shifting running sand or water logged sites a polyethylene
membrane must be fitted between a 250mm hard core base and the concrete surround.
A dewatering pump must be used to control any ground water present until the concrete
backfill is set.
Place in position the mass concrete base, minimum thickness 150mm of CP 25Kn/mm2 strength. Lower the
plant (where the slinging points or lifting eyes are on the tanks) onto the damp concrete allowing the base
to settle in. Fill the tank, or in multiple chambers through each turret evenly. with clean water to overcome
the effect of buoyancy as you pour the concrete or aggregate consolidating around the base of the plant.
Place further mass concrete, as before, at least 150mmm thick around the chambers to just below the top of
the tank. Consolidate the surround being careful not to damage the tank or tank inlet/outlet pipes. Where
there are multiple pump chambers there must be a minimum of 450mm distance between the tanks this
450mm void must be filled with concrete during the pouring.
Do not under any circumstance use vibrating pokers. After the main pour use shuttering when pouring the
concrete around the access turrets. Use warning signs around the access turrets. Connect up the site pipe
work to the inlet and outlet of the plant, and draw the cables through the conduit from the pump/s and
high level alarm. Ensure the pump chamber is fully ventilated connecting 110mm pipe to the air vent ports
on the chamber. Finish off the surface at the required level, depending on the final ground cover required
i.e. topsoil, tarmac, gravel etc. It is most important that once the tank is in situ with all the inlet connections
are made, the drainage system should be flushed out, and all sand, debris etc. removed from the tank. Full
maintenance and good houskeeping of the plant is detailed in the installation guide supplied with the plant.

Non vehicle loading
The pump chambers are designed for a minimum cover of 600mm of backfill or 300mm plus 100mm
reinforced concrete slab. Vehicle Loading – Car Axle Weight 10 Tonne Maximum.
For vehicle loading the tanks must have a minimum cover of 750mm of backfill plus a minimum 200mm
reinforced concrete slab designed to take the maximum load without such loadings being transferred to the
tank itself for this application a structural engineer must be consulted.
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installation details
1.2.1

Care must be taken to ensure that units are not damaged during delivery and handling on site.
Please take care and place unit so that it cannot fall and become damaged.

1.2.2

The design requirements of the product will frequently mean that the centre of gravity of the unit is
“offset”. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that the unit is stable when lifting and that loads
are evenly distributed during lifting.

1.2.3

When lifting units, use webbing slings of a suitable specification and position in line with the ‘sling
here’ labels. Do not use chains.

1.2.4

Lifting equipment should be selected by taking into account the unit weight, length and the distance
of lift required on site.

1.2.5

We accept no responsibility for the selection of lifting equipment.

2.0 Tank Installation
2.1.1. Select a suitable location for the tank. This will normally be at the lowest ground level on the site
so that the facilities can be drained into the tank.
2.1.2. Check that no other structure - or special access - is required over the selected position. Provision
can be made, if necessary, to place the tank in a roadway, provided that the backfill, cover slab
and access cover are designed in accordance with the anticipated loads.
2.1.3. Check that no underground cable, pipe or service duct lies beneath the selected position.
2.1.4. Excavate the minimum opening in the ground to receive the pump chamber and pipework to be
used. If a machine is used to remove the soil, then the sides of the excavation should be battered
for stability and a sump left should it be necessary to dewater.
2.1.5. The depth of the excavation needs to be at most 150mm deeper than the overall tank depth. If it
is dug by hand, the sides will need shoring up for safety, to prevent earth slippage.
2.1.6. A de-watering pump may be required to control any ground water present.
2.1.7. Place in position the concrete base, minimum thickness 150mm of concrete and allow to set.
2.1.8. Lower the pump chamber onto the dried concrete, ensuring that the inlet and outlet pipes are
correctly aligned. No haunch.
2.1.9. The unit then should be backfilled with either mass concrete, or a lean mix In areas where ground
conditions are wet or un-stable.The minimum surround thickness for this backfill should be 150mm.
2.1.10. Connect up the site pipework to the inlet and outlet connections of the pump chamber.
2.1.11. Finish off the surface of the excavation to the required level, depending on the final surface finish
required (see attached sketches, figures 1 & 2).
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3.0 The Concrete Specification is not a site-specific installation
GENERAL CONCRETE SPECIFICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH BS EN 206-1 (BS 8500-1)
TYPE OF MIX
PERMITTED TYPE OF CEMENT
PERMITTED TYPE OF AGGREGATE
NOMINAL MAXIMUM SIZE OF AGGREGATE
GRADES: C25 /30 C25 /30 C16 /20

(DC) DESIGN
BS 12 (OPC): BS 12 (RHPC): BS 4027 (SRPC)
BS 882 (coarse & fine)
20 mm
REINFORCED & ABOVE GROUND WITH HOLDING
DOWN BOLTS REINFORCED (EG. FOR HIGH WATER
TABLE) UNREINFORCED (NORMAL CONDITIONS)
MINIMUM CEMENT CONTENT C30 C20
270 - 280 Kg/M3 220 - 230 Kg/M3
SLUMP CLASS
S1 (25mm)
RATE OF SAMPLING
READY MIX CONCRETE SHOULD BE SUPPLIED 		
COMPLETE WITH APPROPRIATE DELIVERY TICKET IN
ACCORDANCE WITH BS EN 12350-1
NOTE: STANDARD MIXES SHOULD NOT BE USED WHERE SULPHATES OR OTHER AGGRESSIVE
CHEMICALS EXIST IN GROUND WATER

4.0 Important Notes
4.1.1. When positioning the tank please check that sufficient cable has been ordered to allow the control
panel to be placed in the required position.
4.1.2. It is most important that once the tank is in position, with all the inlet connections made and
before installing the pumps, that the drainage system is flushed through and all sand, debris etc.
is removed from the chamber. FAILURE TO DO THIS MAY INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY ON THE
PUMPSETS.
4.1.3. A cable duct is required, free from sharp bends, minimum diameter 75mm.

5.0 Additional Notes
5.1.1. If the chamber is going to be subjected to traffic & or vehicle loads, it is essential that a cover slab
is constructed so there is no direct load onto the chamber. Also a suitably rated access frame and
cover must be obtained, and installed in such a manor that no loads bear directly onto the neck of
the chamber.
5.1.2. When using a concrete backfill it is important to ensure that the mix is not to wet as this may exert
floatation pressure on the pump chamber.
5.1.3. In all instances the pump chamber must be filled with clean water to keep pace with the backfilling
process this is in order to equalize the pressures exerted onto the unit and prevent the possibility
of chamber deformation or flotation during installation.
If in doubt please contact us for advice. It should be noted that this information is
for guidance purposes only. It is the responsibilty of the contractor to ensure that the
installation, is carried out to the satisfaction of your regulating local water authority, in
accordance with the prevailing ground conditions.
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MARSH INDUSTRIES

Units 3-13 Addington Park Industrial Estate
Little Addington, Kettering
Northamptonshire NN14 4AS
sales@marshindustries.co.uk
+44 (0)1933 654582

www.marshindustries.co.uk
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